
Common School Routines 

1. Entering a classroom  Line up quietly outside the classroom – Girls on the right and boys on the left 

facing the door (Teacher). → Lead in one line at a time. → Stand behind your chair and greet the 

teacher. → Follow instructions for seating and unpacking.  

2. Leaving a classroom (for Break/toilet) Upon the teacher’s instruction: Tidy your work area. → 

Stand behind your chair. → Lead off quietly in groups as per teacher instruction walking one behind the 

other. Ensure that uniform and appearance are neat. 

 3. End of Day  Upon the teacher’s instruction: Tidy your work area. → Stand behind your desk. → 

Store chairs. → Greet the educator. → Lead off quietly in groups as per teacher instruction, walking 

one behind the other.  

4. Leaving a classroom during contact time:  Ask for permission, collect permission tag. → Move quickly 

and quietly to your destination. → Wash and dry hands if you have been to the toilet. → Return to class 

immediately. → Return permission tag.  

5. Tests and Exams:  Prepare your work area. → Put up a divider if required. → Listen carefully to 

instructions. → Remain silent throughout the session. → Submit papers as per teacher instructions. 

 6. Assembly and  Singing:  Line up quietly in two lines (Girls on right and boys on left) at your assembly 

area. → Enter the premise quietly one class at a time. → Take spacing and stand quietly. → Follow 

instructions. → Pay attention to the presenters. → At the end of assembly, stand quietly and lead out in 

silence as per instruction.  

7. After Break:  At the signal (HAND BELL OR SCHOOL BELL), move quickly and quietly 

to your classroom.  → Line up quietly.  Girls on right and boys on left. → Listen to messages if there are 

any. →  Enter quietly when invited by educator.  Girls first and then boys.  

8. Visitors to the classroom:  On instruction from the teacher: Stop what you are doing. → Greet the 

visitor: Good morning Ma’am/Sir. → Continue with your work.  

9. Visitors to school during contact time:  Smile and greet the visitor: Good morning Ma’am/Sir.  → 

Check  whether the visitor is wearing a visitor’s badge. → If not, ask the visitor to report to the office or 

tell a teacher immediately.  



10. On the corridor/walkways:  Walk in lines. → Keep left. → School bag on left or on back. →  

11. Using computers/watching TV:  Follow teacher’s instructions.  → Respect the school     equipment.  

12. Visiting the Reception /Staffroom:  Only done early in the morning before classes or during break 

time. → If sent by a teacher/educator, carry a gate pass.   


